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Bronzeworking in Bosporus according to results of spectral analyses 

M. J. TREISTER 

Introduction 

Present publication is devoted to study of meta! composition of ancient bronzes found 
in the territory of Bosporian kingdom, situated in the territory of Kerch and Taman 
peninsulae in the North Pontic Area (!). lts chronological frames - the Vlth century 
B.C. - IVth century A.D. The materials used come from the excavations of ancient 
Settlements, towns and necropolis of the kingdom of Bosporus. The objects are kept 
in different museums of the USSR: The State Hermitage, Pushkin State Museum of 
Fine Arts, The State Historical Museum and the museums of southrussian towns: 
Taman, Anapa, Kerch. 

The works devoted to the investigation of the composition of antique meta! objects 
found in the bosporian territory are not numerous. Yet in 1869, E. von BIBRA (2, 
p. 98-99, 102 - 103) published several results of chemical analyses, mainly of details 
of horse-harness from Bolshaja Bliznitsa barrow and ornaments from Tanais. Separate 
results of spectral analyses were included in the articles by N. L. GRACH (3, p. 97), N. 
A. Ü NA IKO (4, p.76 -77), P. T. CRADDOCK {5, p. 123) and monographs and articles by 
N. A. FROLOVA (6, p. 68; 7, p. 93; 8; 9). More profound study of the meta! from the 
North Black Sea Littoral, and Bosporus in particular, was undertaken in the late sixties
early seventieth in connection with the research work by E. N. CHERNYCH and T. B. 
BARTSEVA on the metalworking of Chernyahoo culture (10). The article by T. B. BARTSE· 
VA appeared as a result of this investigation (11). The author operates with the 127 re
sults of spectral analyses of bronze objects dated mainly first centmies A.D. from the 
towns of the North Pontic Area, including those of Bosporus: Pantikapaion and 
Tanais. The conclusions made are very important to our study. The scholar singles out 
six main recipes of alloys, notes the appearance in the Ist century A.D. of the new type 
of alloy - the brass, which supplanted tin -bronzes, characteristical to the earlier pe
riod. Separate results of the analyses of bronze objects from Pantikapaion and tumulus 
of Nymphaion and Taman peninsula were used by T. B. BARTSEVA in the monograph 
devoted to scythian meta! (12). In 1978- 83 the author worked on the dissertation the
me untitled "Bronzeworking in Bosporian Kingdom". Partly the material including the 
results of spectral analyses is published (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18). The investigation of the 
composition of bronzes, found in Bosporus, should be done with the broad enlisting 
of the results of scythian, sarmatian meta! objects and antique bronzes of the Mediter
ranean and Black Sea Area also. Scythian and sarmatian bronzes were analysed by 
T. B. BARTSEVA , objects from North-Western Black Sea Littoral and Chersonesus by 
V. l. KADEEV and S. Ja. ÜLGOVSKY {19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26). 
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Metallurgical Groups of Bosporian Metal 

The base of the study is formed by more than 1000 results of spectral analyses of bronze 
objects from twenty-five sites of Bosporus (fig. 1). The investigation of meta! composi
tion was done in the laboratories of spectral analyses in the Institute of Archaeology 
of the USSR Academy of Seiences and in the Institute of Geology, Natural Deposits 
and Petrography USSR Academy of Sciences. 
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Fig. 1: Scheme of Bosporus with the sites, bronze objects from which were spectrally analysed: I - Pantika
paion, 2 - Tiritaka, 3 - Nymphaion, 4 - Kul-Oba Barrow, 5 - Kekuvatsky Barrow, 6 - Pavlovsky Bar
row, 7 - Ak-Burun Barrow, 8 - Kyz-Aul, 9 - Hemonessa, 10 - Phanagoria, II - Kepoi, 12 - Tuzla, 
13 - Tiramba, 14 - lljichevka, 15 - Rymynskoe, 16 - Gorgippia, 17 - Anapskaja, 18 - Voskresensky, 
19 - Krasnaja Skala, 20 - Utash, 21 - Suvorovo-Cherkessky, 22 - Rassvet, 23 - Sukko, 24 - Semibrat
neje, 25 - Tanais. 

The methodics of work with the metallurgical groups were done in the studies by E. 
N. CH ERNYCH and T. B. BARTSEVA (11). The special historical-metallurgical terminology 
is used. We'll remind the basic concepts: metallurgical group is a totality of objects, 
which meta! (copper) was artificially alloyed by one or several additions. The metallur-
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gical group may include the meta! of different chemical groups; in other words, chemi
cal group is a totality of objects, which meta! was presumable casted from the ores of 
one or the group of geochemically allied deposits. The scholars stressed, that in the 
Early Iron Age either metalworking centre may had received raw meta! from different 
regions and in the craftsmen' crucibles meta! was mixed in different proportions, thus 
broking the picture of initial set of admixtures related to the ore deposits (11, p. 52). 
Nevertheless, some years later in the monograph devoted to the scythian bronzeworking 
T. B. BARTSEVA gave an attempt to expose chemical groups of the scythian meta! after 
the analogy with the Bronze Age chemical groups of Volga-Ural region, Southwestern 
areas of Europe and others singled out by E. N. CHERNYCH (12, p. 21 - 23). The trade 
in metals take place bothin greek and roman societies, though different in volume from 
time to time. Not only the proximity of deposits but the characteristics of meta! from 
various deposits were taken into account as it is proved by the eleusinian decree (27) 
and ancient writers, for example Pliny the Eider (N. H. XXXIV, 2, 20, 75). Because 
the chemical groups of Asia Minor and Bastern Mediterranean metals of the greek and 
roman periods are not elaborated in details, we consider that the exposure of the 
chemical groups of bosporian meta! is premature; in the present publication we'll 
operate with metallurgical groups. 

Fig. 2: Histogramme of distribution of the concentrations of the main admixtures in the meta! from Panti
kapaion: I - Vlth- Vth cent. B.C., 2 - IVth - IIIrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind- Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist - lind 
cent. A.D., 5 - Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 6 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 3: Histogrammes of distribution of the concentrations of the main admixtures in the meta! from Nym
phaion (1), Tanais (2 - IVth - Ist cent.B.C., 3 - Ist - IVth cent. A.D.), Tiritaka (4), Kyz-Aul (5). 
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Fig. 4: Hi stogrammes of distribution of the concentrat ions of the main admixtures in the meta! from Gor
gippia and it s env irons: I - Suvorovo-Cherkessky, 2 - Rassvet, 3 - Gorgippia, I Vth - Ist cent. B.C., 4 -
Gorgippia Ist - I I lrd cent. A.D., 5 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 5: Histogrammes of distribution of the concentrations of the main admixtures in the meta! from Tiram
ba: I - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C., 2 - IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind cent. B.C. - lllrd cent. A.D., 4 - all 
together. 

Fig. 6: Histogrammes of distribution of the concentrations of the main admixtures in the meta! from Phana
gor ia: l - lind - Ist cen t. B.C., 2 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 3 - Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 4 - alltaget her. 
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Fig. 7: Histogrammes of distribution of the concentrations of the main admixtures in the meta! from Kepoi: 
I - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C., 2 - IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 
5 - lllrd -!Vth cent. A.D., 6 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 8: Histogrammes of distribution of the concentrations of the main admixtures in the meta! of bospo
rian coins: I - 330-300 B.C., 2 - 275 - 225 B.C., 3 - 200 - 150 B.C., 4 - 120 - 110 B.C., 5 - 90-80 B.C., 
6 - 80-63 B.C., 7 - 47 - 30 B.C., 8 - 37 - 50 A.D. , 9 - 93-123 A.D., 10 - 124 - 136 A.D., 11 - 210 - 226 
A.D., 12 - 244-267 A.D., 13 - 323 - 325 A.D., 14 - alltogether. 

On the base of analyses done the histogrammes of distribution of the concentrations 
of the main admixtures in the meta! from Pantikapaion (fig. 2), Nymphaion (fig. 3, 
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1), Tanais (fig. 3, 2- 3), Kyz-Aul (fig. 3, 4), Tiritaka (fig. 3, 5), Gorgippia and the sites 
in the environment (fig. 4), Tiramba (fig. 5), Kepoi (fig. 6), Phanagoria (fig. 7) and in 
the meta! of bosporian coins (fig. 8) also are included. As usual, copper contains in 
considerable amounts (to 10 per cents and more) tin, Iead and zinc. The concentrations 
of arsenic, nicke!, antimony are not higher than 1 OJo usually and the concentrations of 
cobalt, bismuth, silver and gold - 0.3 OJo correspondingly. The histogrammes clearly 
show the chemical heterogeneity of the meta! analysed. 

The tin histogrammes have usually two or three peaks. The histagramm of meta! from 
Tiramba (the peaks at intervals 0.001 -0.01 and 0.3 -10 OJo are seen), Phanagoria 
(0.03- 0.3 and 1.0- 10.0 OJo ), Tiritaka (0.01 -0.1 and 0.3 -10 OJo ), Nymphaion 
(0.003- 0.03 and 0.3-10.0 OJo), Kyz-Aul (0.003- 0.3 and 1.0-3.0 OJo) and bosporian 
coins (0.01 - 0.1 and 1.0 - 10.0o/o) have two peaks. The follwing histogrammes have 
three peaks: of meta! from Gorgippia (0.001 - 0.1; 0.3 -1.0; 3.0 - 30.0 % ), Tanais 
(0.003- 0.01; 0.03- 0.3; 1.0-10.0 %) and Kepoi (0.01 - 0.1; 0.3- 1.0; 3.0 10.0 % ). The 
meta! from Pantikapaion is characterized by the peak with the concentrations of 
1.0 - 30.0 %. 
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Fig. 9: Twin correlation graphics of the interdependancy of the basic alloyed components in the meta! from 
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The histogrammes of Iead have usually two peaks. The peaks at intervals 0.003 - 0.1 
and 0.3- 10.0 OJo (Tiramba), 0.03 - 0.3 and 3.0-10.0 OJo (Tiritaka, Pantikapaion), 
0.01 -0.1 and 0.3- 1.0 OJo (Tanais), 0.01 -0.3 and 1.0- 3.0 (Nymphaion), 0.01 -0.3 and 
1,0-30.0 OJo (Gorgippia), 0.01-0.1 and 0.3 - 3.0 OJo (Phanagoria), 0.1-0.3 and 
1.0- 30.0 OJo (the coins of Bosporus) are observed. There are three peaks in the Iead 
histogramm of Kepoi meta!. The peaks with the concentrations of 0.003 - 0.01; 
0.3 -1.0; 3.0-10.0 OJo are seen. In the histogrammes of meta! from Kyz-Aul there is on
ly one peak at interval 0.01 -1.0 OJo. 

The zinc histogrammes, like those of tin, have usually two or three peaks. Two peaks 
are observed in the histogrammes of meta! from Phanagoria (0.001 - 0.003 and 1.0-
30.0 OJo ), Tanais (0.01 -0.1 and 10.0 - 30.0 OJo) Pantikapaion (0.01 -0.1 and 10.0-
30.0 OJo ), Tiritaka (0.003 - 0.1 and 0.3- 30.0 OJo) and bosporian coins also 0.01 -1.0 and 
3.0-10.0 OJo ). There are three peaks in the histogrammes of the meta! from Tiramba 
(0.003- 0.03; 0.1-1.0; 3.0 30.0 OJo), Gorgippia (0.01-0.1; 0.3- 3.0; 10.0-30.0 OJo), Kyz
Aul (lesser than 0.03; 0.3- 1.0; 3.0 - 30.0 OJo ), Kepoi (0.003 - 0.03; 0.1 - 0.3; 1.0-
30.0 OJo) and Nymphaion (0.01 -0.1; 0.3- 1.0; 3.0- 30.0 OJo ). 
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Fig. 16: Twin correlation graphics of the interdependancy of the basic a lloyed components in the meta! from 
Tiramba. 
To figs . 13 - 16: I - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C., 2 - IVth - Illrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist 
cent. B.C. - Ist cent. A.D., 5 - Ist cent. A.D., 6 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 7 - I Ind- I I lrd cent. A.D. , 8 
- Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 9 - date unknown. 
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On the grounds of the histogrammes and twin correlation graphics showing the interde
pendancy of the basic alloyed components (figs. 9- 20), the borders of artificiallead-in 
of-tin, lead and zinc into copper are determined. These borders are at intervals 0.3 -
1.0 OJo. We consider the boundary of artificial alloying for the meta) of Bosporus to be 
the concentration of 1.0 per cenL While determining the borders of the alloying the 
scientists usually fixed them at intervals 0.3 -1.0 (10, 11, 12). Meanwhile, these concen
trations may be the result of smelting of metal scrap. lt is known that the admixtures 
lesser than 1 - 2 per cent practically don't change physical characteristics of the alloy 
(28, p. 26; 29), In the eleusinian decree of the IVth century B.C. and in the Pliny's ac
count the recipes of alloys used by greek and roman founders are preserved. According 
to the eleusinian decree, it was prescribed to lead-in one part of tin in eleven parts of 
copper, in other words the alloy should contain 8.33 OJo of tin. In the recipes cited by 
Pliny (N. H. XXXIV, 95- 98) it was recommended to lead-in tin and lead in the con
centrations from 2.2 to 11 OJo (30, p. 47- 49). Undoubtedly, antique smelters not always 
followed these recipes (28, p. 40- 41). 

The determination of the border of artificial adding of the main alloying admixtures 
gives us the possibility to single out nine metallurgical groups (see Table I). First group 
is the alloy of copper with zinc (brass), in which zinc concentration is higher than above 
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mentioned border and the concentration of tin is correspondingly lower. Second and 
third groups are manycomponent alloys, which are devided according to the correlation 
of tin and zinc. In the meta! of the second group the concentration of zinc is higher 
than those of tin, and in the meta! of the third group, on the contrary, the concentra
tions of tin are higher. Fourth group is tin-bronzes. In this alloy the concentration of 
tin is higher than the above mentioned border. Fifth group presents Iead bronzes, in 
which Iead concentrations are higher than the border of artificial alloying. Sixth and 
seventh groups are tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes which aredifferent between each other 
according to the correlation of tin and Iead: in the meta! of sixth group the concentra
tion of tin is higher than those of Iead, andin the meta! of seventh group the correlation 
is inverse: the concentrations of Iead are higher. Eighth group is the so-called "pure" 
copper without artificial admixtures and the special group of artificial copper-silver 
alloys-billon (IX) is presented by the alloy characterized by the concentrations of silver 
to 50 IJ!o. 

Table 1: Metallurgical Groups of Bosporian Meta! 

Type of Nomenclature Formula Elements, in °7o lndispens. 
alloy Cu Sn Pb Zn Ag condition 

Brass Cu + Zn + base < I indiffer. 2: 1 indiffer. 
+ (Pb) 

ll Manycompo- Cu + Zn + base ,., ] indiffer. 2: 1 indiffer. Zn> Sn 
nent alloy + Sn + (Pb) 

111 Man ycompo- Cu +Sn + base 2: 1 indiffer. 2: 1 indiffer. Sn > Zn 
nent alloy +Zn + (Pb) 

IV Tin-bronze Cu + Sn base 2: 1 <I < I indiffer. 

V Lead-bronze Cu + Pb base < I 2: 1 < I indiffer. 

VI Tin-lead Cu + Sn + Pb base 2: I 2: I <I indiffer. Sn >Pb 
bronze 

VII Lead-tin Cu + Pb+ Sn base 2: 1 2: 1 < I indiffer. Pb > Sn 
bronze 

Vlll "Pure" Cu base <I <I <I indiffer. 
copper 

IX Billon Cu +Ag :> 50 indifferently < 50 

Now we'll start the analysis of dynamics of the development of the recipes of alloys 
(fig. 21- 34) . On the whole 1018 objects made from the coper-based alloys found in 
the territory of the Bosporian kingdom were analysed . Leading places (fig. 34, 7) are 
taken by two alloys, which are represented by almost equal number of specimens, 
brass and tinbronze (about 22 % each). More seldom were the objects from tin-lead, 
Iead-tin bronzes and the so-called "pure" copper (about 18, 10 and 15 % correspon
dingly) , Approximately equal number of specimens were made of manycomponent 
alloys and lead-bronze (about 3.5-4.0% each) . Very seldom are the objects made of 
billon (0.8 \llo). However, this picture doesn't show the dynamics of alloy develop
ment. We may draw this picture if we'll see the distribution of the objects analysed 
according to the chronological periods. 
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Fig. 2I: Chronoiogical distribution of bronzes from Pantikapaion according to recipes of alloys: I - date 
unknown, 2 - IVth- Vth cent. B.C., 3 - IVth - l[[rd cent. B.C., 4 - lind - Ist cent. B.C ., 5 - Ist - lind 
cent. A.D., 6 - Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 7 - alltogether. 

Fig. 22: Chronoiogical distribution of bronzes of the Ist - I! nd cent. A.D. from Kyz-Aul according to recipes 
of alloys. 
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Fig. 23: Chronological di st ribution of bronzes from Tiritaka according to recipes of alloys: I - Ist - lind 
cenr. A.D., 2 - lllrd - IVth cenr. A.D., 3 - alltogether. 

Fig. 24: Chronological dist ribution of bronzes from Tanais according to recipes of a lloys: I - Vlth - Vth 
cent. B.C., 2 - IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 4 - lllrd - IVth cent. A.D., 5 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 25: Chronological distribution of bronzes from Nymphaion according to recipes of alloys: I - date 
unknown, 2 - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C., 3 - Ist- lind cent. A.D., 4 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 26: Chronological distribution of bronzes from Gorgippia according to recipes of alloys: I - date 
unknown, 2 - IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 5 - lllrd - IVth 
cent. A.D., 6 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 27: Chronological distribution of bronzes from necropolis near by Rassvet Khutor according to recipes 
of alloys: I - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C ., 2 - Vlth -lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 28: Chronologica\ distribution of bronzes from necropolis near by Vosskresensky Khutor according to 
recipes of alloys: I - IVth - Illrd cent. B.C., 2 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 3 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 29: Chronological distribution of bronzes from Rymynskoje according to recipes of alloys: I -
!Vth -lllrd cent. B.C., 2 - lind - Ist centuries B.C., 3 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 30: Chronological distribution of bronzes from Kepoi according to recipes of alloys: I - Vlth- Vth 
cent.B.C.,2 - JVth - IIlrdcent. B.C.,3 - Ilnd - Istcent. B.C.,4 - lst - IIndcent.A.D.,5 - lllrd - JVth 
cent. A.D., 6 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 31: Chronological distribution of bronzes from Tiramba accordinmg to recipes of alloys: I - date 
unknown, 2 - VIth-Vth cent. B.C., 3 - IVth- Illrd cent. B.C., 4 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 5 - Ist - lind 
cent. A.D., 6 - lllrd - JVth cent. A.D., 7 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 32: Chronological distribution of bronzes from Phanagoria according to recipes of alloys: 
I - VIth- Vth cent. B.C., 2 - IVth - Illrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind -Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist -lind cent. A.D., 
5 - Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 6 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 33: Chronological di stribution of bronze coins of Bosporus according to recipes of alloys : 
I - 330 - 300 B.C., 2 - 275 - 225 B.C., 3 - 200 - 150 B.C., 4 - 120-110 B.C., 5 - 90 - 80 B.C., 6 - 80-63 
B.C., 7 - 47-17 B.C., 8 - 14 - 8 B.C., 9 - 37 - 50 A.D., 10 - 93 - 123 A.D., 11 - 124-136 A.D., 12 -
210 - 226 A.D., 13 - 244 - 267 A.D. , 14 - 323-325 A.D. , 15 - alltogether. 
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Fig. 34: Chronological di stribution of bronzes from Bosporus according to recipes of alloys: l - date 
unknown, 2 - VIth - Vth cent. B.C., 3 - lVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 4 - lind -Ist cent. B.C., 5 - Ist - lind 
cent. A.D. , 6 - IIIrd - lVth cent. A.D., 7 - alltogether. 
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Dynamics of the recipes of alloys 

102 objects date Vlth- Vth centmies B.C. (fig. 34, 2). The leading type of the alloy 
in this period is tin-bronze (57 OJo) . The objects made of "pure" copper (20 %) and 
tin-lead bronze are represented by the lesser number of specimens. Lead-tin and Iead 
bronzes were used episodically (6 % each). 

151 bronzes date the IVth- Illrd centmies B.C. (fig. 34, 3). Approximately the same 
was the use of tin- (33 %) and tin-lead (32 %) bronzes. The objects made of "pure" 
copper (15 %), Iead-tin (9 %) and Iead (4.5 %) bronzes are seldom. In the Illrd 
century B.C. rare objects with artificial admixture of zinc appeared and among them 
bronzes of manycomponent alloy-III (4.5 %) prevailed. 

133 bronzes analysed date the lind- Ist centmies B.C. (fig. 34, 4). Tin-lead (28 %) 
and tin (27 %) bronzes are represented by equal quantities. The objects made of 
"pure" copper (17 %) were used rarely. Very seldom are Iead-tin (6 %) and Iead (4 %) 
bronzes. In the Ist century B.C. the number of brass (10 %) objects increased. Many
component alloys (9 %) were used rather rarely. 

The largest quantative of the bronzes analysed, 461 objects, date the Ist - lind centu
ries A.D. (fig. 34, 5). Brass became the leading alloy (39 %) in this period. Tin-, tin
lead, Iead-tin bronzes and "pure" copper are represented by approximately equal 
quantities (about 12-13% each), whereas manycomponent alloys with zinc (II and 
III) and Iead bronzes were used rarely (5.5, 3, 2.5 % correspondingly). 

According to the results of 130 analyses (fig. 34, 6) the preference in the IIIrd- IVth 
centmies A. D. was shown to brass (24.5 %). The quantity of "pure" copper objects 
increased (18.5 %), while tin-lead (14.5 %) and tin (12 %) bronzes were used some
what rarely. Very seldom were the objects made of Iead-tin (9 %), Iead (6 %) bronzes, 
manycomponent alloys (7 and 4.5 % correspondingly), billon (4 %). 

The following picture of the dynamics of the alloy recipes in the bosporian bronze
working is visible. Three chronological periods are distinguished by the use of different 
types of alloys: Ist- Vlth- IVth centmies B.C., lind- Illrd- lind centmies B.C., 
IIIrd - Ist century B.C. - IVth century A.D. 

On the firststage of the history of bosporian metalworking in the Vlth - IVth centmies 
B.C., tin bronzes were the leading type of alloy. Later on they were used more and 
more rarely. In the IVth- IIIrd centmies B.C. the amount of tin-lead bronzes increas
ed considerably in comparison with the previous period. In the IIIrd centmy B.C. the 
objects made of manycomponent alloys with tin and zinc appeared. Tin and tin-lead 
bronzes were the leading alloys in the lind- Ist centmies B.C. as in the previous 
period, though they were used somewhat rarely. In the Ist century B.C. the new recipe 
of alloy, brass became in use. Lately in the firstcentmies A.D. it was a leading one. 
In this period the use of alloys, dominated in the metalworking of the Vlth- Ist centu
ries B.C. was sharpely reduced. We must stress only somewhat increase in the quantity 
of objects made of Iead-tin bronze in the Ist- lind centmies A .D. and Iead bronzes 
- in the IIIrd- IVth centuries. What about the objects done of "pure" copper, their 
quantity hadn't suffered sharply changes intimes, being at intervals 12-20 %. 

Now we'll discuss the correlation between the recipes of copper-based alloys, used in 
bosporian metalworking, and various categories of bronze objects. 
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Fibulae 

The metal of 147 fibulae was analysed (fig. 35). All the known in Bosporus recipes of 
alloys were used for this category of bronzes, except for the manycomponent alloy-111 . 
57 OJo of fibulae is made of brass, about 19 OJo - of tin-bronze. "Pure" copper 
(10 OJo), manycomponent alloy-11 (7 OJo) and tin-lead bronze (5,5 OJo) were used rarely. 
Lead-tin, Iead bronzes and billon are represented by single specimens. 

Fig. 35: Chronological distribution of fibulae according to recipes of alloys: I - date unknown, 2 -
lind- Ist cent. B.C., 3 - Ist the middle of the lind cent. A.D., 4 - midst lind -lllrd cent. A.D., 5 -
alltogether. 
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Tin-bronze mainly was used in the lind- Ist centmies B.C. for production of fibulae. 
Ninety of the fibulae examined date the Ist- the middle of the lind centmies A.D., 
and about two thirds of them is made of brass, 18 OJo - of tin bronze, 10 OJo - of 
"pure"copper and approximately 6 % - of manycomponent alloy-II. Solitary speci
mens were produced of Iead-tin, tin-Iead and Iead bronzes. Fourty one fibulae analy
sed date from the middle of the lind till the middle of the Illrd centmies A.D. The 
per cent of fibulae made of brass, tin -bronze and "pure" copper was eliminated to 
some extent; on the contrary, the amount of specimens made of manycomponent 
alloy-Il and tin-lead bronze increased. The half of the eight IVth century A.D. fibulae 
was made of "pure" copper. Brass, tin-lead bronze and billon were also used during 
this period. 

Now we'll try to trace the correlation between the type of the fibulae and the recipe 
of alloy. So, the fibulae of middle-latenian scheme (31, pl. 2, 12 -13) were made chie
fly of tin bronze, while bow-like fibulae of the Ist - the middle of the lind century 
A.D. (31, pl. 9, 1- 8) - as usual of brass, tin-bronze, seldom - of "pure" copper. 
The so-called lammellar fibulae (31, pl. 5) on the whole were also produced of brass, 
very seldom - of tinbronze and "pure" copper. Brass was also used as a main recipe 
for strongly-profiled (31, pl. 8), the so-called "Lebjazhin" (31, pl. 10,4) and "milita
ry'' (31, pl. 10, 18- 19) fibulae. More various were the recipes of alloys for the produc
tion of the so-called "fiddlestick" fibulae (31, pl. 6, 11- 12), but nervertheless the ma
kers of them preferred tin-bronze, somewhat rarely brass and "pure" copper also. The 
fibulae of the provincial-roman types, including "Aucissa"-fibulae (32, type 5.2), 
fibulae-brooches (32, type 7.2, 7.4, 7.6, 7.11, 7.13, 7.14) were mainly done of brass 
and manycomponent alloy-II and "pure" copper. Bow-1ike fibulae of the second half 
of the lind - first half of the IIIrd centmies A. D. (31, pl. 9, 9- 13) were produced 
of different alloys as following: brass, tin-lead and tin-bronzes, manycomponent 
alloy-11 and "pure" copper. 

So, in the Ist - first half of the lind centuries A.D. inspite of the difference of the 
types of fibulae, one recipe mainly was used for their production - brass. In the 
second half of the lind- IIIrd centmies A.D. while the variety of fibulae types in 
Bosporus was reduced, the number of the alloy recipes used for their making was 
growing. One can turn attention to the peculiar "archaic" recipe used for "fiddle
stick" fibulae, that is the broad use of tin-bronze in the period when another recipe 
(brass) predominated. May be, it was not mere chance, that the recipes of alloys used 
for the fibulae of middle-latenian scheme and "fiddlestick" fibulae were similar? 

Several scholars had turned their attention to the analyses of meta! composition of 
provincial-roman fibulae. So, the analyses of analogaus fibulae from North Pontic 
area, done by T. B. BARTSEVA, showed that they were made of manycomponent alloy
II chiefly, while the fibulae of local North Pontic types were usually produced of brass 
(11, p. 29- 30, fig. 5). Nevertheless, the numerous analyses donein the Research Iaba
ratory of British museum by P. T. CRADDOCK, which were kindly sent for our dispo
sal, testify that both manycomponent alloy-II and brass were used for production of 
provincial-roman fibulae, found in the territory of Western Europe. S. Ja. ÜLoovsKY 
suggested that fibulae according to western prototypes were done in the North Pontic 
workshops (25, p. 93). 
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Bracelets 

The meta! composition of 100 bracelets was analysed (fig. 36). All the recipes of alloys, 
known in Bosporus excluding billon were used. The most frequently used were the fol
lowing: tin-bronze (28 OJo), brass (23 %), "pure" copper (18 %), while tin-lead bronze 
(12 OJo ), and other alloys (2- 6 OJo) found application considerably rarely. 

Fig. 36: Chronological distribution of bracelets according to recipes of alloys: I - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C., 
2 - IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind - Ist. cent. B.C., 4 - Ist - Ilnd cent. A.D., 5 - Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 
6 - alltogether. 

Bracelets dated the Vlth- Vth centmies B.C . were made chiefly of tin-bronze. Only 
four specimens, dating the IVth- IIIrd centmies B.C. were analysed and three of them 
were done of the same alloy. Various alloys were used for making of bracelets during 
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the next two centmies and among them the manycomponent alloys with zinc, which 
had just appeared, tin-bronze and "pure" copper, but more than one third of the 
bracelets analysed were done from tin-lead bronze. This alloy dominated in the lind
Ist centuries B.C. All the known alloys were used in theIst-lind centuries A.D., while 
the objects made of brass (38 OJo) and "pure" copper (27.5 %) prevailed . Bracelets 

Fig. 37: Chronological distribution of buckles according to recipes of alloys: I - lind - Ist B.C., 2 -
Ist - lind cent. A.D., 3 - lllrd- !Vth cent. A.D., 4 - alltogether. 
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produced of these alloys were rather rare in the Illrd- IVth centuries A .D. , more 
frequently the alloys of the types IV- VII were used. 

In order to compare with, we'll note that the bracelets from the scythian sites of the 
Sula river region in the Ukraine dated the Vth century B.C. were casted of two alloys: 
tin- and tin-lead bronze (12, p. 74). T. B. BARTSEVA notes striking variety of the recipes 
of alloys used for the specimens with laced ends and those with the cones on the ends, 
found in the Kuban river region, though such alloys as manycomponent alloy with zinc, 
brass, tin-lead bronze and "pure" copper prevailed (33, p. 63). Bracelets with flattened 
ends ornamented as cnack heads from the crimean sites of the first centuries A.D. were 
done usually oftin-bronze (11, p. 29-30, fig. 5). S. Ja. ÜLGOVSKY came to the conclu
sion that there were no regularities in the correlation of the recipes of alloys with the 
types of bracelets in the Northwestern Black Sea region (25, p. 102) . . 

Buckles 

The meta! composition of 103 buckles was analysed (fig. 37). All the recipes of alloys 
on copper-base used in bosporian bronze-working found their application in buckles 
making. About half of all the buckles examined was made of brass and manycompo
nent alloys with zinc, approximately 15 OJo - of "pure" copper. 

Five of the buckles analysed date the Und- Ist centuries B.C. one of which is casted 
of tin bronze, and two by two were made of Iead-tin bronze and "pure" copper. Among 
seventy two buckles dated theIst-lind centuries A.D. 53 OJo were done of brass, appro
ximately in tens per cents of the specimens were made of "pure" copper, tin-, tin-lead 
and Iead-tin bronzes. The other alloys are represented by single specimens. We analysed 
also twenty six buckles dated the IIIrd- IVth centuries A.D. The quantity of the buck
les made of "pure" copper (27 OJo) and billon (about 8 OJo) raised in this period, where
as the amount of brass buckles somewhat reduced, may be because of the some increase 
of the buckles made of manycomponent alloys. The number of the specimens casted 
of tin-, tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes also reduced. 

Most of the buckles with round frames and flexible tongues from the towns of the Nort 
Pontic area and the barrows of the Kuban steppes, analysed by T. B. BARTSEVA, were 
made of brass and manycomponent alloy with zinc (33, p. 90). The alloys mentioned 
just before together with tin-lead bronze were used mainly in the Northwestern Black 
Sea area for making of buckles in the first centuries A.D. (25, p. 103). Among the two 
buckles, dating back to the roman period, analysed by P. T. CRADDOCK, one (analysis 
No. 940) was made of tin-bronze, while another (No. 1013) of manycomponent alloy 
with zinc. 

Rings 

The meta! composition of 100 rings was analysed (fig. 38). All the known in Bosporus 
recipes of copper-based alloys were used for making rings except for billon. Tin-led 
(31 OJo) and tin-bronzes gained advantages over the other alloys. Brass (18 OJo), "pure" 
copper (11 OJo) and Iead-tin bronze (9 OJo) were used rarely. Manycomponent alloys and 
tin-bronze are represented by single specimens. 

The main alloy used for making rings in the Vlth-Vth centuries B.C. was tin-bronze, 
nevertheless tin-lead bronze had been already bringing into use and one quarter of the 
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Fig. 38: Chronological distribution of rings according to recipes of alloys: I - Vlth- Vth cent. B.C., 2 -
IVth -lllrd cent. A.D., 3 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist -lind cent. A.D., 5 - alltogether. 

rings was made of this alloy. More than a half of the rings dated the IVth - IIIrd centu
ries B.C. was done of the tin-lead bronze, the usage oftin-bronze (22 UJo) was consider
ably shortened, lead-tin-bronze (12 %) was used rarely. The other alloys are represented 
by single specimens. The objects made of tin-lead bronze (29 %) and brass (23.5 %) 
prevailed in the lind- Ist centmies B.C. Tin- and lead-tin bronzes (17.6 and 12 % corre
spondingly) were used rarely. One by one specimen were made of many-component 
alloy-111, lead-bronze and ''pure'' copper. In the Ist- lind centmies A.D. brass became 
a leading recipe for making of this category of bronzes. 43 % of rings analysed, which 
date the Ist- Und centuries, are made of brass. "Pure" copper (26.5 %) and tin-bronze 
(13 %) were used rarely, the other types of alloys - very seldom. 
Of special interest are the results of spectral analyses of hellenistic rings, found in 
Bosporus. A prominent part of them, including massive rings with oval bezels very 
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often with the portraits of ptolemaic rulers (the so-called "ptolemaic" rings) contain 
rather high concentrations of cobalt (more than 0.1 07o ). They were usually casted of 
tin-lead bronze. High concentrations of cobalt which are absolutely not typical to the 
meta! of Bosporus and the North Pontic area on the whole are not wide-spread in the 
meta! of ancient Mediterranean coins, except for the bronze coins of the Ptolemies 
dated the Illrd- lind centuries B.C., i.e. the same period as the rings analysed (34, 
p. 192, table XX: 2,3,5; f. 35, p. 11 -12; 13, p. 73- 76). This fact corresponds with the 
closeness of the depictions on the massive bronze rings with the emblems on the coins 
of the Ptolemies. We suppose that the depictions on the coin stamps and on the bezels 
of the "ptolemaic" and related rings were done by the same engravers and that the rings 
may had been done in the workshop attached to the alexandrian mint. Such rings may 
had played the roJe of royal ptolemaic propaganda and the find of considerable group 
of such rings in Bosporus prove the existence of close political contacts between Bospo
rus and Ptolemaic Egypt in Illrd century B.C. (18). We consider also that in the bospo
rian workshops local imitations to the rings of "ptolemaic" types were made. It is a 
group of massive rings with flat oval bezels, rather wide-spread in Bosporus. The cobalt 
composition of these rings is not more than 0.05 OJo, while the arsenic composition is 
more than 0.03 OJo, whereas the objects with the arsenic composition higher than 
0.03-0.1 OJo are typical to the hellenistic bronzes found in Bosporus. 

The meta! composition of antique rings was not an object of often examinations. Ne
vertheless, in order to compare with our results, it is possible to note, that rings dated 
to the archaic periods from the Mediterranean, according to the results of British mu
seum research laboratory, were made of tin (No. 1221 -1222) and tin-lead (No. 1223) 
bronzes (5, p. 188), while those dated to the roman period - brass (No. 648) and many
component alloy (No. 1037, 1038). 

Earrings 

The meta! composition of 25 earrings dated the IVth century B.C. -lind century A.D. 
(fig. 39) is analysed. Earrings were usually made of brass, rarely - of tin-bronze and 

Fig. 39: Chronological distribution of earrings according to recipes of alloys: I - !Vth - III rd cent. B.C., 
2 - lind -Ist cent. B.C., 3 - Ist - lind cent. A.D. , 4 - alltogether. 
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"pure" copper. Isolated specimens were dorre of tin-lead bronze and billon. More than 
80 OJo of earrings dated to the first centmies A.D. were made of brass, while the other 
alloys had been used mostly in the IVth- Ist centmies B.C. 

Pendants 

28 pendants dating to the Vlth century B.C. - IVth century A.D. were analysed (fig. 40). 
All the alloys, known in Bosporus, except for manycomponent alloy-11 and billon were 
used. Rather rare were the pendants made of the alloys with zinc and "pure" copper 
in cantrast to earrings and, vice versa, the pendants made of tin-, Iead-tin, tin-lead 
bronzes were wide-spread. In the Vlth- Illrd centmies B.C. pendants were casted of 
tin-bronze mainly. The majority of the objects analysed belongs to the type of spiral 
pendants (36). lt is interesting, that only the finds from Nymphaion, where the mold 
for casting of such pendants was found (36, p. 133, fig. 8), were made of tin-lead and 
Iead-tin bronzes. It speaks possibly in favour of several centres of production of such 
pendants in Bosporus. The both pendants dated the lind- Ist centmies B.C. were made 
of "pure" copper. The recipes of alloys used for casting of the Ist- lind centmies A.D. 
pendants were various while more than half of them were dorre of tin-lead bronze. So
litary specimens testify that tin-lead, tin-lead-bronzes and brass were also used. The on
ly one analysed pendant dated the Illrd- IVth centmies A.D. was casted of manycom
ponent alloy-111. 

Fig. 40: Chronological distribution of pendants according to recipes of alloys: I - Ylth- Yth cent. B.C., 
2 - IYth- IIlrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind- Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist -lind cent. A.D., 5 - liird- IYth cent. A.D., 
6 - alltogether. 

Torques 

All of the four torques analysed were made of brass (fig. 41). 
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Fig. 41: Chronological distribution of torques according to recipes of alloys (Ist - lind cent. A.D.). 

Beads 

The meta! composition of 13 beads dated the IVth- IIIrd centuries B.C. and the Ist
lind centuries A.D. was examined (fig. 42). Tin-bronze was used chiefly for these beads 
in the IVth- IIIrd centuries B.C., while brass and Iead-tin bronze - in the first centu
ries A.D. 

4 

Fig. 42: Chronological distribution of beads according to recipes of alloys: I - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C., 2 -
IVth - IIIrd cent. B.C., 3 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 4 - alltogether. 

Beils 

Meta! of ll bells dated the lind century B.C. -lind century A.D. was analysed (fig. 43). 
Bronzes of the IV- VIII types were used, though tin-bronze prevailed. lt is characteri
stic that brass was not used even in the first centuries A.D. 
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Fig. 43: Chronological distribution of bells according to recipes of alloys: I - date unknown, 2 - lind - Ist 
cent. B.C., 3 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 4 - alltogether. 
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Wreaths 

5 wreaths dated from the IVth - liird centmies B.C. till the lind century A.D. were 
examined (fig. 44). The following alloys were used in the chronological sequence: 
"pure" copper in the IVth- Illrd centmies B.C., tin-bronze in the lind- Ist centmies 
B.C and manycomponent alloy in the Ist- lind centuries A.D. 
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Fig. 44: Chronological di stribution of wreaths according to recipes of alloys: I - !Vth - Illrd cent. B.C., 
2 - Ilnd - lst cent. B.C., 3 - lst - Ilnd cent. A.D. , 4 - alltogether. 

T he variety in the recipes of alloys used for different types of ornaments depends to 
a large extent on the technology of their production. So, in the first centmies A.D., 
when brass was the leading type of alloy earrings and torques were made of it, whereas 
pendants and bells were casted of bronzes like in the previous period. 

Vessels 

43 samples of the vessels dated the Vlth century B.C.- IVth century A.D. were analysed 
(fig. 45). Bronzes of the Vlth - IVth centmies B.C. were made of tin-, tin-lead and Iead
tin alloys. The scoop and strainer handles from the phanagorian tombs were done of 
"pure" copper. The metal composition of the hydria from Pantikapaion was examined 
by T. B. BARTSEVA. According to her opinion, the hydria from Pantikapaion, like the 
similar from the barrow near by Mas tjugino village (Voronezh region) were casted 
from the raw metal of the North-caucasian origin and this fact proves that the hidriae 
were not produced in the Mediterranean workshops (12, p. 82), though they are typical 
greek in shape and style. We consider the conclusion about the origin of metal and the 
production centres of bronze hidriae to be premature because they were done without 
drawing the results of analyses of the vessels from the Mediterranean. As it is known 
from the results of analyses of greek bronzes in the research Iabaratory of British mu
seum, in the greek workshops of the Vth- IVth centmies B.C. tin bronzes with the con
centrations of tin ranging from 6 to 13 O?o were used for the bodies of vessels, while 
- tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes - for their handles (5, p. 120). What about the vessels 
made of "pure" copper found in phanagorian barrows, they may had been dorre in the 
local bosporian workshops, because "pure" copper was not used for vessels by the 
craftsmen of Greece and Asia Minor of that time. 

A small group of bronze vessels, including strainer and a handle of strainer or patera 
from Nymphaion and more representative collection from Semibratny barrows, accord
ing to Z. A. BILIMOVICH were etruscan in origin (37, No. 1, 8- 9; 38). Their metal com-
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Fig. 45: Chronologicai distribution of vessels according to recipes of alioys: I - Vith - Vth cent. B.C., 2 -
IVth - IIIrd cent. B.C., 3 - Und - Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 5 - IIird - IVth cent. A.D., 
6 - alitogeth er. 

position was not studied, however the composition of the so-called "etruscan" situla 
and strainer from the hoard found near by Peschanoje village (the Dnieper river region) 
and Gaimanova Mogila (barrow) are known. Unusually high and stable tin concentra
tions of these alloys (33 O?o Sn) are typical to these objects (12, p. 116 -117; 25, p. 270). 
T. B. BARTSEVA considers that the meta! sources of vessels found near by Peschanoje 
were within the Iimits of Carpatian-Transilvanian group of ore deposits (39, p. 78- 79). 
N. A. ÜNAIKO on the grounds of the results of spectral analyses and the inferences 
made by T. B. BARTSEVA and S. Ja. ÜLGOVSKY came to the conclusion that a consider
able part of vessels from Peschanoje hoard was produced in the greek workshop in 
Thrace (40, p. 250). As we have already stated the conclusions about the centres of 
production of the vessels were done without use of materials of analyses of the bronzes 
both of Mediterranean and westpontic origin, so we have no reasons to consider these 
conclusions final. The high tin concentration, if it was not a mistake of analyses, as 
it was supposed by P. T. CRADDOCK, were not typical to the greek vessels neither of 
archaic, classical of hellenistic periods. Such tin concentrations are not typical also to 
the meta! of etruscan vessels of the Vth- IVth centmies B.C. and the later periods, 
judging by the analyses of British museum research Iabaratory (5, p. 120). At the same 
time, only situla with figural ornaments among all the vessels found in Peschanoje is 
considered to be donein etruscan workshop (37, p. 34), whereas the results of spectral 
analyses showed the similarity of meta! composition, including high tin concentrations 
of almost all the objects of the hoard and simultaneously their closeness to the vessels 
from Gaimanova Mogila and some other objects from scythian tombs (39, p. 78 -79). 
So, it is possible to note that a group of bronze objects from the North Pontic area is 
distinguished. According to their style, these vessels belong both to the production of 
greek and etruscan workshops, but from the view of chemical and metallurgical aspects 
they represent a single group, the meta! of which is not typical neither to the meta! of 
greek, neither of etruscan bronzes. The localization of this bronzeworking centre de
mands Future investigations. 
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19 samples analysed belang to the vessels of theIst-lind centuries A.D. The analyses 
show the variety of alloy recipes. Lead-tin (26 OJo ), tin- and tin-lead (in 20 OJo each) 
bronzes prevailed. Brass (16 %), "pure" copper (10.5 %) and manycomponent alloy-111 
(5 %) were used rarely. Such a variety is explained mostly by the reason that different 
alloys intended for different details of vessels. So, bodies of vessels, which were done 
usually of sheet meta!, treated by forging, were mainly produced of "pure" copper or 
tin-bronze, whereas handles were usually casted from tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes. 
Such regularities in the recipes of alloys used for various parts of roman bronze vessels 
were already stated (41, p. 104 -105). 

Lamps 

Ten samples of lamps were analysed (fig. 46). A goblet on the thin and high stand made 
of "pure" copper was found in Gorgippia. According to E. M. ALEXEEVA it dated the 
IVth- Illrd centuries B.C. and was used as a lamp, because a thick layer of snuff was 
inside the bowl (42, p. 34, fig. 3, 17). Lamps decorated with the hands of animals on 
the ends of handles of popular in the Ist- lind centuries A.D. types found in Gorgippia 
and Tanais were casted mainly of tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes. The meta! composition 
of patches used for repair of the lamp decorated with duck head from Gorgippia shows 
the following picture. The lamp itself was casted of Iead-tin bronze, whereas the patches 
were made of tin-lead bronze with considerable higher concentrations of silver, than 
in the meta! of lamp. Similar results give the analyses of roman lamps in the Iabaratory 
of British museum. 
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Fig. 46: Chronological distribution of lamps and incense-burners according to recipes of alloys: 1 -
IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 2 - Ist - lind cent. A.D. , 3 - Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 4 - alltogether. 

Incense-burners 

The meta! composition of different parts of incense-burner with enamel decoration 
found in Gorgippia in the tomb dated the first half of the Illrd century A.D. was ana
lysed (fig. 46). Hexagonal body and one of the pendants were casted of Iead-tin bronze. 
The stand and another pendant, suspended to the Iid - of tin-lead bronze, while the 
Iid itself was made of manycomponent alloy-III. The two enameled vessels from british 
collections were done of manycomponent alloys (analyses No. 581 and 582 of the Bri
tish museum research laboratory). The enameled handles of the strigili found at the 
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same tomb in Gorgippia and judging by ornamentation, produced at the same work
shop as the censer, were casted of lead-tin bronze, while numerous enameled fibulae 
were done of manycomponent alloy-II mainly (analyses No. 1472-1473, 1477-1478, 
1488, 1491 -1494, 1496-1500 of the research laboratory of British museum). So, 
bronze enameled articles from Gorgippia were made according different recipes in 
comparison with those used for making enameled objects found in the territory of 
Western Europe. This observation proves the hypothesis put forward by S. BuTCHER 
that there were several enameller workshops in Roman provinces (43). 

A censer of the type popular in Egypt in the late roman period with a body of reetangu
lar shape decorated with flanged petals, found in Kepoi in the IVth century A.D. con
text was casted of lead-tin bronze. 

Details of caskets and furniture 

The metal composition of 34 details of caskets and furniture dated mainly to the first 
centmies A.D. was analysed (fig. 47). All the known in Bosporus recipes of alloys ex
cept for billon were used. The following recipes prevailed: tin-lead, lead-tin bronzes and 
manycomponent alloy-111 (about 20 OJo each). Brass, manycomponent alloy-11 and 
"pure" copper were used rarely (about 10 OJo each). Tin and lead bronzes were used 
very seldom. 

Fig. 47: Chronological distribution of details of caskets according to recipes of alloys: I - date unknown, 
2 - IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind- Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 5 - alltogether. 

S. Ja. ÜLGOVSKY analysed the details of caskets from the Northwestern Pontic area. 
The objects of tin-lead bronze prevailed; articles of manycomponent alloy with zinc 
occur rarely. Tin bronze and "pure" copper are represented by solitary specimens (25, 
p. llO). 14 handles of caskets, found in the Tiber, were made of six various alloys, 
though tin-, lead-tin and tin-lead bronzes prevailed (44, S. 85, No. 1 -14). Manycompo
nent alloy-II, brass, lead-tin and tin-lead bronzes were used for making of details of 
furniture in the first centmies A.D. (analyses of British museum research laboratory 
No. 505, 529-537, 3970- 2974). 
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Mirrors 

The meta! composition of 72 mirrors, found in Bosporus, were analysed (fig. 48). The 
specimens dated the Vlth- IVth centuries B.C. were casted of tin-bronze with Sn con
centrations of not Iesser than 10 o/o. The tradition of mirror casting of this alloy goes 
back to the Mediterranean workshops. Such special mirror-alloys were casted by the 
founders of Greece, Etruria, Carthagene (45, p. 123). Nevertheless, some mirrors, for 
example those of corinthian origin, were done of tin-lead bronze (46). Several mirrors 
with fluted handles, having figures of beasts on the ends (mirrors of the so-called "ol
bian" type were found in Taman peninsula. T. B. BARTSEVA, who analysed many mir-

Fig. 48: Chronological distribution of mirrors ac cording to recipes of alloys: 1 - Vlth- Vth cent. B.C., 2 -
!Vth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist - lind cent. A.D., 5 - Illrd - IVth cent. A.D., 6 -
alltogether. 
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rors of such type from various territories of Eastern Europe, considers that major part 
of them was most probably made in the werkshops used the sources of meta! from 
Balcan-Carpatian regions, but it is premature to localise the werkshops (12, p. 69, 72). 
S. Ja. ÜLGOVS KY who analysed the mirror from Olbia, doesn't consider that article to 
be of local origin. According to his opinion (25, p. 67- 68), such mirrors may had been 
done in various centres of West and North Pontic areas. More popular in Bosporus 
were mirrors in the shape of thin flat discs, sometimes with incised ornaments along 
the sides 14-15 cm. in diameter. They were spread beginning with the late Vlth century 
B.C. and were possibly donein the local workshops. lt is interesting that analogaus mir
rors appeared among the scythians in the Vth century B.C. while most of them date 
the IVth - IIIrd centuries B.C. T. B. BARTSEVA states the variety of recipes of alloys and 
chemical heterogeneity of the meta! composition of disc-mirrors. According to her 
opinion, it speaks in favour of various production centres (12, p. 70-72). 

Mirrors made of tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes appeared in Bosporus in the Illrd centu
ry B.C., but mirrors made oftin-bronze dominated during this period still. Such regu
larity, the gradual transition to the new mirror-alloys in the Illrd century B.C. was typi
cal of the Mediterranean also. Judging by P. T. CRADDOCK's data more than one third 
of the hellenistic mirrors analysed were casted of tin-\ead bronze (5, p. 105 - 109). Ana
lyses of meta! of sarmatian mirrors showed that tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes domi
nated beginning with the Illrd century B.C. M. G. MosHKOVA and N. V. RYNDI NA con
sider that the priority in the use of tin-lead "mirror" bronzes belonged to the metal
workers of Southeastern Asia, who invariably turned to the alloys with variable concen
trations of tin, but rather constant concentrations of Iead within rather narrow Iimits 
of 2 - 5 07o. According to their opinion, sarmatian craftsmen used imported ingots 
while casting mirrors (45, p. 124, 129). 

Some mirrors of the bosporian origin dated the lind- Ist centuries B.C. were made of 
"pure" copper. 

Mirrors made usually of tin-lead bronze occured in Bosporus in the First centuries A.D. 
The specimens made of the alloy with high tin concentrations, including reetangular 
mirrors, possibly of northitalian or provincial-roman origin, were probably imported. 
This recipe of alloy was used for mirrors by roman craftsmen (47, S. 188 -189; 48). In 
rare cases meanwhile such bronze, having typical white colour (the so-called "white" 
alloy) was used for casting of mirror-pendants of sarmatian type often decorated with 
tamga. The fact that these mirrors were produced in the towns of North Pontic area 
also is proved by the find of casting molds in Tanais (49). We may suppose, that bospo
rian craftsmen established the production of mirrors after imported roman types, such 
as reetangular mirrors, judging by the find of such mirrar made of "pure" copper 
which was not typical of roman mirrors, but have analogies in the composition of some 
mirrors of local origin (16). 

Strigils 

We analysed 13 samples of meta! of strigils (fig. 49). The alloys of types I- V and VII 
were used. The objects dated the IVth- IIIrd centuries B.C. found at Pantikapaion were 
made oftin-bronze and manycomponent alloy-III. It is notable, that they are among 
the earliest objects made of artificial alloy with zinc found in Bosporus. In the Ist
lind centuries A.D. strigils were usually produced of manycomponent alloy-II. The 
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enameled bandies of strigils from Gorgippia were casted of Iead-tin bronze, whereas 
their spoons - of manycomponent alloy-II and brass. In comparison with our results 
we may cite the results of analyses, done in British museum research laboratory. Both 
strigils dated the Vth- IVth centuries B.C. and the hellenistic articles were made of tin
bronze (5, p. 123, analyses No. 1281, 1343). Strigils found in the Tiber were produced 
of tin- and tin-lead bronzes and of brass, manycomponent alloy-III and "pure" copper 
(44, s. 85). 
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2 

Fig. 49: Chronological distribution of strigils according to recipes of alloys: I - IVth - II!rd cent. B.C., 2 -
Ist - lind cent. A.D. , 3 - alltogether. 

Statuettes 

According to 10 results of spectral analyses bronze statuettes of thc first centuries A.D. 
(fig. 50), found in Bosporus, were casted mainly of tin-lead and, rarely of Iead-tin or 
Iead bronzes. These types of alloys were used for casting of statuettes all araund the 
Roman world (50; 30; 51). 
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Fig. 50: Chronological distribution of the Ist - lind cent. A.D. statuettes according to recipes of alloys. 

Finals 

A final from Tiramba was casted in the shape of sarmatian tamga of rather rare type, 
partly similar to those minted on the coins of Rescuporis VI in 319 A.D. (52, p. 69). 
The final is casted of Iead-tin bronze. 

Small bronze figures of eagles with unspread wings were found in Pantikapaion, Gor
gippia and near by khutor Batareika in Taman peninsula. They were used as finals. 
Some scholars consider, that they were used as signs of roman vexillations (53), others 
(54) - as applications of furniture. The figure of eagle from Gorgippia found in the 
grave of the second half of the Ist century A.D. was casted of tin-lead bronze. 
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Arrowheads 

The metal composition of 48 arrowheads was analysed (fig. 51). The bronzes of IV
VII types and "pure" copper had been used. Tin- and tin-lead bronzes (25 OJo each) 
and "pure" copper were used mainly, whereas Iead-tin (14 %) and lead (12 %) bronzes 
- somewhat rarely. About one third of the arrowheads dated the Vlth - Vth centmies 
B.C., presented chiefly by "basic" three-bladed specimens, was casted of tin-bronze. In 
the IVth- Illrd centmies B.C. when three-sided arrowheads were mainly in use, tin-lead 
bronze became the leading recipe of alloy (one-third of arrowheads analysed is casted 
of this alloy). The use oftin-bronze (8 %) reduced considerably during this period and 
"pure" copper was also used rarely. On the contrary, arrowheads made of lead- and 
Iead-tin bronzes became more wide-spread. Bronze arrowheads from Nymphaion, kept 
in Oxford, were studied by P. T. CRADDOCK. Three of them were casted of lead-tin 
bronze and one - of tin-lead bronze (5, p. 123, analyses No. 1288 -1291). 
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Fig. 51 : Chronological distribution of arrowheads according to recipes of alloys: I - Vlth - Vth cent. B.C., 
2 - !Vth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - alltogether. 

Though the arrowheads analysed belong to those of "scythian" type, considerable part 
of them may had been casted in the towns of Bosporus. This is proved by the finds 
of molds for casting of such arrowheads in Pantikapaion (55). 

Characteristic feature of the metal composition of some arrowheads from Pantikapai
on, Tiramba and Taman peninsula are high concentrations of antimony (more than 
0.3 %, even more than 1 % ). Such concentrations of antimony are not usual to the me
tal of bronzes dated the VIth- IVth centmies B.C., found in Bosporus. A close parallel 
is stated by S. Ja. ÜLGOVSKY for the metal from the island of Berezan, where high con
centrations of antimony were found in the meta) of arrowheads and coins, casted in 
the shape of dolphins (24, p. 201). Rarely bronzes with high concentrations of antimony 
were found in the scythian sites of the ukranian steppes, though concentrations of anti
mony Iike 0.1 -0.3 % are rather typical for scythian metal (12, p. 9). In comparison, 
we may state that high concentrations of antimony are practically unknown in the meta) 
of greek ornaments, mirrors, vessels of the same period, though they are rarely found 
in the meta) of archaic greek statuettes (5, p. 117 -118). But on the whole high concen-
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trations of antimony were more typical of the scythian, than of the greek bronzes of 
the VIth- IVth centuries B.C. So we may suppose that arrowheads, casted of alloys 
with rather high concentrations of antimony were casted by not greek masters outside 
Bosporus. 

The meta! composition of "scythian" type arrowheads was investigated rather com
plctcly. So, arrowhcads datcd the Vlth- Vth centuries B.C. from the regions of Vorskla 
and Sula rivers in the Ukraine were chiefly casted oftin-bronze (68 OJo), whereas 28 % 
of them were made of tin-lead bronze (12, p. 34.). It is notable that in Bosporus in the 
Vlth- Vth centuries B.C. 26 % of arrowheads were casted of "pure" copper and the 
same recipe was broadly used for making of arrowheads by the savromatians of the Ur
al region during that period (12, p. 35). It is possible that arrowheads of "pure" copper 
were done in the workshops of Pantikapaion. So, among the arrowheads found in Pan
tikapaion at debris of metal-workshops dated the IVth century B.C., one was casted of 
lead-bronze while another - of "pure" copper. Practically all the arrowheads dated 
the IVth- Illrd centuries B.C. found in the forest-steppes areas on the left side of the 
Dnieper were made oftin-leadbronze (12, p. 35- 36). "Pure" copperwas seldom used 
for casting of arrowheads in the Northwestern Pontic area also (25, p. 197). 

Armour 

Breast-plate in the shape of elk head dated the Vth century B.C. from Nymphaion was 
casted of tin-lead bronze (5, p. 123, analyses No. 1285). The plates of armour found 
in the pantikapaion workshop of the armourer dated the late Vlth- early Vth centuries 
B.C. were done mainly of tin-bronze (6 specimens analysed) and "pure" copper also 
(1 article). Analogous plates from scythian burials dated the Vth - Illrd centuries were 
made both of tin- and tin-lead bronze (12, p. 37). Leg guards of greek type found in 
the barrows of Ak-Burun, Kekuvatsky and Kul-Oba of the IVth centuries B.C. were 
done of tin-bronze. According to this recipe the analogous leg guards from the scythian 
barrow near by Iljintsy village were made (39, p. 79). 

Shield umbo with floral pattern in relief found in Pantikapaion in the Ist century A.D., 
grave had been hammered of brass. 

Details of horse-trappings 

ludging by T. B.BARTSEVA's investigations cheeck-pieces from Semibratny Barrows and 
tombs situated in Taman peninsula, including those artistically casted, were made of 
tin-lead bronzes and belonged possibly to the production of the workshop, Iocated in 
the region of the Kuban river (12, p. 47). The plaque in the shape of animal paw, found 
in Pantikapaion, dated the IVth century B.C., was casted of tin-bronze. Such plaques 
from scythian barrows and necropoli of Nymphaion and Taman peninsula were usually 
casted of tin-Iead bronze (12, p. 52- 53). T. B.BARTSEVA considers (12, p. 57), that there 
were possibly several production centres both in the left side of the Dnieper forest
steppes and in the Kuban area, making bronze details of horse-trappings in the so
called scythian animal style. 

We analysed also details of horse-trappings dating the first centuries A.D. Rings found 
in the horse burial of Kyz-Aul necropolis had been casted of Iead-tin (2 specimens) and 
tin (1) bronzes and brass (1). The rings from the gorgippian rich tomb of the firsthalf 
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of the lllrd century A.D. were made of brass (3 articles), tin-(1), tin-lead (1) bronzes 
and "pure" copper (2). 

Tassel-holders 

Tassel-holders of conicshape which used as the details of horse-trappings or military 
costume found at Tiramba dated the Vlth- Vth centmies B.C. were casted of tin-lead 
and Iead-tin alloys. They were probably of local production, because casting molds for 
such objects are known in Bosporus (55). Tassel-holders of the same type from scythian 
barrows, analysed by T. B. BARTSEVA (12, p. 39) were usually casted of tin-lead bronze, 
while the articles from Nothwestern Pontic area - of tin bronze (25, p. 70). 

Two tassel-holders from phanagorian burial of the IVth century A.D. were twisted of 
thin sheets of tin- and Iead-tin bronze and belonged to foot-wear. Analogaus articles 
from Olbia and Chersonesus were made of brass (25, p. 71). 

Tools and instruments 

Bronze instruments and tools found in Bosporus are represented by fishing-tackles, 
styles, punches, needles, medical and cosmetic instruments. The meta! composition of 
33 tools and instruments were analysed (fig. 52). All the known in Bosporus recipes 
of alloys had been used except for manycomponent alloy-111 and billon. Preference was 
given to tin bronze (42 OJo). Tin-lead bronze (18 %), brass (15 %) and "pure" copper 
were used rarely. Other alloys are represented by single specimens. Tin-bronze was a 
leading type of alloy beginning with VIth century B.C. till the first centmies A.D. Be
sides, "pure" copper (Vlth- Illrd centmies B.C.) tin-lead bronze (IVth- Ist centuries 
B.C.) and brass (Ist- IIIrd centmies A.D.) were used. 

Fig. 52: Chronological distribution of tools and instruments according to recipes of alloys: I - Vlth- Vth 
cent. B.C., 2 - IVth - lllrd cent. B.C., 3 - lind - Ist cent. B.C., 4 - Ist -lind cent. A.D., 5 - Illrd -IVth 
cent. A.D., 6 - alltogether. 
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Nails 

The meta! composition of 21 nails was analysed. 95 OJo of them were done of "pure" 
copper, the other were made of brass. Similar results gave the analyses of nails from 
Olbia and Chersonesus (25, p. 88; 19, p. 44). The analyses proved that forgering ex
tended the firmness of copper approximately to that of modern steel nails (19, p. 44). 
We must probably accept the suggestion by S. Ja. ÜLGOVSKY, that nails were not made 
of the copper-based alloys and the solitary specimens made of bronze or brass were the 
results of use of meta! scrap. 

Balances and weights 

The beam from Pantikapaion, like the weight casted in the shape of youth bust, accord
ing to N. A.ONAIKO (4) of italic origin of the late Ist century B.C. -early Ist century 
A.D., found at Shirokaja Balka in the vicinities of Novorossijsk, were made of tin-lead 
bronze, whereas the bowl from balance found at Taoais was produced of "pure" cop
per. The beams dated the first centmies A.D., analysed in British museum research la
boratory had been done of brass (analyses No. 886- 888) and tin-bronze (analyses No. 
885). 

Bosporian coins 

The meta! composition of 87 coins was investigated. They are the following. 77 of them 
- of the bosporian mint (Pantikapaion and Phanagoria) dated from the Vlth century 
B.C. till the IVth century A.D. Eight coins analysed had been minted at Sinope during 
the reign of Mithridates VI. Two coins analysed are the barbarian imitations of roman 
denarii, found in the hoard near by Anapa. Major part of the coins analysed were 
found at Kepoi and determined by D. B. SHELOV and N. A. FROLOVA. 

All the coins analysed are distributed according the following metallurgical groups 
(fig. 33). The coins made of Iead-tin (28 specimens), tin-lead (22) and tin- (16) bronzes 
prevail, whereas manycomponent alloys with zinc (8), "pure" copper (6), Iead bronze 
(5) and brass (2) were used rarely. Variation of average concentrations of tin, Iead and 
zinc and their ratio in the meta! of coins are shown in the special diagram (fig. 53). 

Several periods in the history of use of various types of alloys for minting of coins (figs. 
33, 53) are singled out. Tin was a leading addition component in the alloys of the last 
third of the IVth century B.C. Nevertheless, even by the end of the IVth century B.C. 
Iead was added in the alloys more and more often, reducing the quantity of tin admix
tures. In the second - third quarters of the IIIrd century B.C. during the monetary 
crisis in Bosporus, the additions of tin in alloys reduced progressively, while concentra
tions of Iead somewhat increased. Average concentration of admixtures in the meta! of 
coins is rather small during the crisis. It is considerably lesser in the comparison with 
the periods of 330-315 B.C. During the firsthalf of the lind century B.C., the concen
trations of Iead in the meta! of coins were not changed in comparison with that of the 
previous century; while the admixtures of tin in alloys increased greatly. In the last 
quarter of the lind century B.C. along with slight reduction oftin concentrations, Iead 
admixtures increased considerably. In 90- 80 B.C. the concentrations of tin in alloys 
increased again. At the same time Iead additions reduced considerably. During the next 
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Fig. 53: Chronological variations of concentrations of main alloying admixtures in the meta! of coins of 
Bosporus (in the top), Mediterranean (in the middle) and in roman sestercii and dupondii (in the bottom): 
I - tin, 2 - Iead, 3 - zinc. 

two decades coins were minted of "pure" copper in Bosporus. In the third quarter of 
the ist century B.C. tin and Iead were used again for alloying the meta! of coins. 

A new artificial alloy component - zinc was used in the Ist century A.D., though there 
were some coins made of manycomponent alloy with zinc in the Illrd- lind centuries 
B.C. Lead was tbe .main admixture during the first centuries A.D. right up to the IVth 
century. In the mint of bosporian kings after Savromates I zinc as a ligature was used 
more and more rarely. During the lind- first half of the Illrd centuries A.D. the ad-
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mixtures of Iead and tin were reducing gradually. Staters were minted practically of 
"pure" copper, possibly with small admixtures of Iead. 

The main regularities of the development of recipes of copper-based alloys used in the 
bosporian coinage may be summarized as the prevailance of tin admixtures over those 
of Iead in the IVth- Ist centmies B.C. and the leading roJe of Iead in alloying of metal 
used for coin minting in the first centuries A.D. Such regularities are also typical to 
the meta! composition of the Mediterranean coins (34). 

Conclusion 

As we have already stated tin-bronze was the leading recipe of alloy in the Vlth- IVth 
centmies B.C. The same feature was typical both to the bronzeworking of Greece and 
Scythia (12). The main recipe of alloys used by the greek craftsmen of archaic period 
was tin-bronze. Same types of ornaments, such as rings, fibulae and pins, mirrors were 
made of this alloy, while tin-lead and Iead-tin bronzes were used chiefly for casting of 
statuettes, handles and attachments of vessels (5, p. 117 -119). It is notable, that the 
leading rote in the colonizing of Bosporus played milesians, so we may suppose, that 
the first steps of bosporian bronzeworking must had reflected the production Ievel of 
milesian craftsmen. 

The problern of the sources of metals for bosporian bronzeworking is not yet solved. 
There are no deposits neither of copper, nor of tin or Iead in the territory of Kerch and 
Taman peninsulae, hence the raw metals were imported. It is evidently, that the sources 
of metals were changing, reflecting the conditions of exploitation of various mines and 
international situation. It is quite possible that at first colonizers used metal taken from 
their homeland, possibly from the deposits of Asia Minor. The results of chemical ana
lyses show chemical heterogeneity even of the bosporian metal objects dated the 
Vlth - Vth centmies B.C. Samepart of raw metals may had been transported from Col
chis, which was farnaus for its deposits in ancient times and had close contacts with 
Bosporus in the Vlth- IVth centmies B.C. (56). 

During the hellenistic period, objects made of tin-lead bronze prevailed. Articles done 
of that alloy were known even in the previous period, but beginning with the IVth 
IIIrd centmies B.C. tin-lead bronzes became the leading recipe in antique bronze
working. Analyses of the Mediterranean coins showed that beginning with 320 B.C. ap
proximately tin-lead bronzes mainly were used for their minting, whereas beginning 
with the Und century B.C. - Iead-tin bronzes were used more often (fig. 53,2). 
Analyses of bosporian coins registered that even in the last third of the IVth century 
B.C. tin-lead bronzes were chiefly used for coinage. It is obvious that the broad use of 
that recipe of alloy can't be explained only by technological reasons (45, p. 124), i.e. 
the discovery of "mirror" alloy in the East. Recipes of complicated alloys were known 
lang in advance in Greece (57, p. 106 - II; 5, p. 118 -123), Scythia, Transcaucasus (33, 
p. 109). More and more often use of Iead as ligature and gradually change of tin ligature 
into those of Iead are connected with reasons of more generat and profound character 
determined by the exploitation of meta! deposits and relative value of various metals. 
Exact regulation of the alloy composition, ore deposit in the eleusinian decree proves 
that greek craftsmen were weil acquainted with mechanical properties of different 
alloys, whereas the cantrot over the alloy's quality is explained to a considerable extent 
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by the variety in prices on Iead and tin (27, p. 62- 63). According to the inscription 
from Hephaistion dated 420 B.C. one talent of copper cost less than 35 drachmas, while 
the same quantity of tin- 230 drachmas (58; 27, p. 61). So, in 420 B.C. in Athens tin 
was more expensive than copper in six and a half times. By the way, Iead cost from 1 
drachma and 3 obols to 3 drachma per talent in Greece in the IVth century B.C. Its 
price rarely went up to 6 drachmas (59, p. 181). So, the price of Iead was considerably 
lower than those of tin. Besides, tin was brought to Greece from Iberia, Britanny and 
Cornwall, whereas Iead was mirred in Greece itself. 

1t is possible that reasons listed above influenced the gradual change of tin to Iead in 
the alloys on copper base. Undoubtedly, the correlation of prices of various metals in 
Greece one can't mechanically transfer to the North Pontic area, however most prob
ably similar prices were typical to that region also. lt is peculiar that low prices on Iead 
existed in the first century A.D. Pliny stated, that libra of Iead cost 7 denarii, while the 
same quantity of tin - 80 denarii (N. H. XXXIV, 161). 

Analyses of bosporian coins showed, that in the second-third quarters of the Illrd cen
tury B.C., i.e. during the period of monetary crisis, there were some difficulties with 
the supply of tin (the main alloying component which was used in bosporian coirrage 
during that period) in Bosporus. In bosporian coirrage of 90 - 80 B.C. the additions of 
tin alloys sharply increased, whereas concentrations of Iead reduced considerably. 
Afterwards, in 80 - 63 B.C. the coins of "pure" copper were minted . Both the cases 
contradict with the general line of development of copper-based recipes of alloys both 
in the North Black Sea area and in the Mediterranean, so they need to be explained. 

Now we'll turn our attention to the results of analyses of the Mithridates VI epoch 
coins of the South Pacific area. The data of meta) composition of coins of Amisus at
tract our attention. Rather high concentrations of tin and the absence of Iead addition 
are typical of these coins (60, p. 56). These "archaic" for the Ist century B.C. recipe 
was not used in any other centre of antique world except for Pantikapaion. The expla
nation may be find in the following. It is weil known, that copper coins of Amisus in
tensively came to the bosporian market (61). In 90- 80 B.C., according to K. V. 
GoLENKO (61, 62, p. 28- 34), both silver and copper coins of Amisus were reminted 
with bosporian stamps. The results of spectral investigations show the mass character 
of such reminting. We managed to find the evidence of production in Amisus of the 
coins, which were afterwards reminted, though numismatist didn't marked any signs 
of the reminting. 

The mint of big anonymaus obols of "pure" copper began in Bosporus about 80 B.C., 
as it is considered by Macharos, on behalf of his father Mithridates VI, king of Pontus 
and Bosporus. The mint of coins of "pure" copper was an extraordinary occasion in 
the hellenistic period. It is possibly explained by the fad, that the coins which were ana
lysed were minted after Macharas betrayed Mithridates and conversed to the Romans. 
The trade in the Pontus area in the sixties B.C. was practically paralysed as the result 
of roman-pontic wars (63, p. 55- 56) and Bosporus found itself without sources of 
metals for alloying. 

So in the first half of the Ist century B.C. there were some difficulties with the supply 
of alloying metals in Bosporus. At Pantikapaion mint the imported coins of Amisus 
were reminted in 90 - 80 B.C., while small workshops, such as phanagorian used meta) 
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scrap and bosporian coins as raw materials (64). During the reign of Macharos, Panti
kapaion mint began to produce coins of "pure" copper. 

The peculiarity of the new period of bosporian metalworking (Ist century B.C.- IVth 
century A.D.) was the change of metal sources. It is clearly seen in comparison of the 
concentrations of antiman and arsenic in bronzes and coins of the Vlth- lind centu
ries B.C. and those dated the Ist century B.C. onwards (figs. 2- 8). The following regu
larity is determined. The additions of these elements were rather high in the VIth- lind 
centmies coins and bronzes. They are considerably lower in the metal of posterior pe
riod. It is quite possible, that both small workshops, producing ornaments and large
scale workshops, like monetary mint of the bosporian capital, received metals from the 
same sources in the different periods. 

The new feature of the bosporian metalworking in the first centmies A.D. was the wide 
use of brass and artificial alloys with zinc, though some artefacts made of these aÜoys 
were used in the IIIrd- Ist centmies B.C. This fact was one of the cardinal innovations 
of the bronzeworking. Most of the scholars till nowadays consider orichalcum to be 
the discovery of the roman bronzeworkers. The most ancient object made of metallic 
zinc known at present dates the lind century B.C. and comes from the excavations of 
the Athenian Agora (65, p. 2). The problern of early use of brass was recently studied 
by P. T. CRADDOCK (65; 66). We may add, that there are also some objects from the 
recent excavations in the Kuban river region dated to the Vth- IVth and lind- Ist cen
turies B.C. made of brass (67, No. 369, 436, 439). The studies of the last years proved, 
that artificial alloys with zinc appeared in Transbaikai area even in the VIIth- IVth cen
tmies B.C. (68, p. 35- 37). Brasses were also made by bactrian craftsmen (69, p. 230). 
According to P. T. CRADDOCK, fibulae dated the VIIIth- VIIth centmies B.C. found at 
Gordion belang to the earliest specimens made of brass. The scholar consider that till 
the hellenistic period the production of brass was concentrated in Asia Minor and after 
the campaigns of Alexander the Great, the technology of brass production spread in 
other territories also. However, till the Ist century B.C. brass was a rare and expensive 
alloy. According to CRADDOCK's opinion (65), the reason of wide use of brass during 
the roman epoch is the wide-spreadness of zinc ores and relative cheapness of zinc. We 
guess, that the discovery of brass may had been done independently in different 
regions, including Asia Minor and Bastern Siberia. The newest researchs of english 
scientists show, that early in the Ist century B.C. orichalcum was used by the bronze
founders of Pontus and Paphlagonia and roman monetarii who minted sestercii and 
dupondii of this alloy only adopted their achievments (60). The highest concentrations 
of zinc are typical of the coins and ornaments of the Ist century A.D. In time the con
centrations of zinc both in coins and in artefacts gradually eliminated. At the sametime 
the quantity of objects made of brass and manycomponent alloys with zinc in the 
whole mass of bronzes increased, reaching its maximum in the IIIrd- IVth centuries 
A.D. (70, p. 99; 65, p. 14; 71, S. 76- 82). In the Ist century B.C. and later on orichalcum 
was produced by the cementation method, which gave it possible to make alloy with 
the com:entrations of zinc at the interva1 of 19-28 OJo (60, p. 57). Bosporian bronze
makers of the IIIrd- lind centmies B.C. like the craftsmen from Asia Minor of the 
same and earlier periods may had used less effective method of brass production, which 
is characterized by lower additions of zinc. It is considered, that court sculptors and 
artisans may had follow Mithridates VI when he established his power in Bosporus. It 
is notable that according to the manner of execution, bronze coins of Bosporus dated 
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the first half of the Ist century A.D. were very similar to those of Asia Minor mint and 
this fact suggests the work of the craftsmen who came to Bosporus from Asia Minor. 
All these observations give us the possibility to put forward the hypothesis, that 
wide-spreadness of brasses in Bosporus is connected with the migration of monetarii 
and metal-craftsmen from Asia Minor in the Ist century B.C. - Ist century A.D. 

In the roman imperial mint zinc was used as the only one ligature at the monetary mints 
of the capital and Lugdunum also (72, p. 126; 73, p. 166 -167). On the contrary, high 
concentrations of zinc were used tagether with artificial additions of tin and Iead in 
the greek coins of early imperial period (72, p. 128). This fact has the only one explana
tion: while preparing the alloy monetarii put in the crucibles sestercii and dupondii 
made of orichalcum ragether with bronze coins (34, p. 191; 74, p. 40). High zinc con
centrations in meta! of two aeses of Mithridates VIII are correlated with considerable 
additons of Iead. Analogaus alloys are unknown in roman coinage of this period, ex
cept for provincial coinage. Nevertheless, high concentrations of Iead are typical of the 
bronze coins of Mithridates VIII also. So we may suppose that roman sestercii and du
pondii were used while minting one of the series of Mithridates VIII coins. They were 
possibly added to the traditional Iead-tin bronze. We come to the similar conclusions, 
analysing meta! composition of Savromates I, Rescuporis III and Rescuporis V coins. 
It is interesting that meta! composition of Savromates I sestercii is extremely similar to 
those of roman sestercii and dupondii dated the last quarter of the Ist- early lind 
centmies A.D. (fig. 53,3). Undoubtedly, in the bosporian workshops, for example in 
Tanais, some ornaments of orichalcum were made as the analyses of semimanufactured 
fibulae of the danubian prototype showed, however, orichalcum was used episodically 
in the monetary practice of Bosporus. The finds of roman coins in Bosporus are very 
rare, meanwhile there are some sestercii and dupondii among them (75, No. 52; 76). All 
these finds tagether with hardly explained rarity of roman coins in Bosporus in cantrast 
with some other regions of Eastern Europe suggest to our opinion, that roman sestercii 
and dupondii were used as a raw material at the monetary mint of Bosporus in different 
periods of its history. 

In the middle of the Illrd century A.D. Bosporus experienced strong impact of barba
rian tribes. There are evidences of fires in the layers dated that period in Gorgippia and 

Tanais. Many of the small towns and Settlements of the european part of Bosporus 
ended their existence about 270 A.D. Only beginning with the last quarter of the IIIrd 
century A.D. the period of somewhat stabilization began. The quantity of bronze
shops reduced, the volume of production was also shortened. Constant reducing of the 
artificial additions in the meta! of bosporian bronze coins and objects beginning with 
the middle- third quarter of the IIIrd century A.D. has the closest parallel in the short
ening of silver composition of the bosporian staters of the same period. It is considered 
(7, p. 95), that after the shattering campaign of the "scythians" in 275 A.D. the mint 
of silver staters stopped in Bosporus. It is possible, that at the same period the supply 
of tin, Iead and zinc in Bosporus also almost stopped. 
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